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Campus activities
needed, board, says
By Kevin Tenggren
Staff Writer
More social activities at the
University of Maine may be one
way to improve relations bet-
ween the Town of Orono and
UMaine students, the Com-
munity Relations Advisory
Board said during a sparsely at-
tended meeting Thursday in the
Memorial Union. • 
The board, usually consisting
of UMaine officials, local
police, town administrative per-
sonnel, and residents was form-
ed four years ago to open a
dialogue between the universi-
ty, local residents, and off cam-
pus students.
Representatives from the
local police departments and—
towns did not attend the hour-
long meeting.
In spite of the atten-
dance, there was abundant in-
put. Much of the input involv-
ed whether oTtiMUMaine Pro-
vides enough alternative ac-
tivities such as dances and
bands for students living on and
off campus.
"The university, rightfully so,
has a responsibility to the town
to provide activities to bring
students on campus," said
former Off Campus Board
President Mike Scott.
Scott said most of the pro-
blems between students and
Orono residents occur on the
weekends, beginning on
Thursdays. He said a con-
tributing factor to the problems
is that students living on cam-
pus go off campus to attend
social activities because there is
nothing to do on campus.
"Any Thursday, Friday or
Saturday , night. the Memorial
Union is the quietest place on
campus. The library is more ex-
citing than this building," he
said.
Scott said the activities. that
he is talking about do not have
to involve alcohol but should
provide something to make
students want to attend them.
"You must give students a
choice by providing two or three
activities at a time. You have to
provide viable alternative ac-
tivities to keep students on cam-
pus. If you can get students who
live off campus to come on
campus, then that will be great.
Everyone is diversive," he
said.
Scott said that all student
grows and ResLife bav_e_a
responsibility to provide ac-
tivities for students.
Off Campus Board President
Jessica Loos agreed with Scott
and added that procedures for.
student groups to have activities
on campus is a "headache"
because of its facilities.
Loos cited that this year's
Ball on the Mall had to be
cancelled due to high costs. She
said to set up for an event in a
place like the Damn Yankee
calls for the entire area to be
rearranged.
Assistant Vice President and
Hitting the books
vol. 105 no. 31 -"
(Left to right): Jill McDonough, Michele Carver, Marcy Rodrigue get some afternoon studying
dome is Cumberland Hall.
photo by Brian Cambpell
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Dean of Student Services
Dwight Rideout said UMaine is
impeded by its facilities to hold
activities.
"This ihtfittiti-OP'S -social
facilities were built in 1953. We
have to make best use of what
we have," he said.
Loos questioned the reason-
ing behind the decision to close
the Bears' Den earlier than last
year.
Scott, replying to Loos' ques-
tion, said UMaine has an "at-
titude" then it comes to depart-
ments losing money.
"Students pay enough god-
damn money fb have difart-
ments lose money. The student
government doesn't have the
money to throw around. The
university does have enough
money to throw around," he
said.
Rideout responded by saying
it's not the UMaine depart-
ments that lose money, it's the
studen6-Vvho lose money.
"Who's money are we talking
(see BOARD page 7)
MCA to host conference on world development
By Doug Vandenveide
Staff Writer
Two keynote speakers and a two-day
long conference highlight "Exploring
our Common Future," an interna-
tional conference on sustainable world
development, to be held at the Maine
Center for the Arts Oct. 24 and Oct. 25.
The conference, organized by the
University of Maine Peace Studies pro-
gram, will begin at 2 p.m. with a panel
discussion -0-n the integration of the
world's economy with the world's
ecology to prevent "bankrupting the
resources of future generations," ac-
cording to a conference brochure.
A press release from Peace Studies
states that a report by the United Na-
tions World Commission on Environ-
ment and Development (also known as
the "Brundtland Commission") will be
one of several issues discussed at the
conference.
That report, titled "Our Common
Future, " states that three areas of
development need to be addressed, in-
cluding the relationship of the environ-
ment to economic development, foster-
ing of new international cooperation,
and increasing the overall understanding
Of global issues.
The report also states that modern life
and consumption patterns are "pro-
blematic" and "non-sustainable," and-
that change must occur.
In addition to individual programs
dealing with sustainable development,
two keynote speakers are also planned
for the two-day conference.
Hilkka Pietila, secretary general of the
Finnish United Nations Association, will
speak at 8 p.m. Tuesday in 101 Neville
Hall. Her topic will be "Women, Peace
and Ecology. "'
Stephen, Lewis, a former Canadian
UN ambassador and current UN advisor
on Africa, will speak on Wednesday at
8 p.m. in the MCA. He will present an
award-winning lecture entitled "Sus-
tainable Development in the Third
World: A Canadian Perspective." -
Emily Markides, Director Of
UMaines Peace Studies program, said
"Vire canT be talking—about peace
without talking about developmental
policies.
Markides also said global change can't
come about unless people think globally.
"We cannot concentrate only on
hunger," she said, "and not only on
the environment. We know all these pro-
blems. Instead of looking locally, we
need to look globally at what sort of
policies we can adopt."
Mark ides also said she would like to
involve students in the conference as
much as possible.
"Most of our current world leaders
will be dead when problems start to
rise," she said. "We want to address
these concerns to the young people of
the world. They can make a difference
by changing their lifestyle and thinking
about sustainable development."
The Peace Studies program has been
organizing the event for about one year,
with the help of several faculty members.
— - -
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HELP!!!
i If you or someone you know
would
 like to be part of
our team 'as a work study
student, see Marolyn Foster
in 201 Fernald Hall, or call
Extension (2387)
The Department
of Social Work
Needs You
rney'ne Henem _
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News Briefs
Seabrook opponents demonstrate
near President Bush's home
KENNFBUNKPORT Maine (AP)
— Activists opposed to the Seabrook
nuclear plant in New Hampshire cap-
ped a week of protests by
- demonstrating Sundly near the sum-
mer home of President Bush, even
though Bush was hundreds of miles
away in the Washington area.
Organizers of the rally by the anti-
-nuclear Clam-shell Alliance said they
planned no civil c4sobedience Sunday.
Last Saturday, some 475 arrests were
made as hundreds of the activists
climbed the fence at the plant in
Seabrook, N.H., so they could be
picked up for trespassing.
The plant, completed in 1986 and
owned by a dozen utilities, lacks a
commercial operating license because
of challenges to evacuation plans for
surrounding communities in
Massachusetts and New Hampshire.
The protesters last week lashed out at
New Hampshire Gov. Judd Gregg
over a lack of an evacuation plan.
Octoben 30 - Novemben 10 
 
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
OJO rowN Room
3nb Floonlitemonial UNION
'(ON tin niqtjt betone StubeNt Attains)
SIGN-up Meets posteb IN FOcl€11 Libnany,
StubeNt QovenNmeNt, Little Hall, INCIIS
COMMONS, aNb tIJE Bookstone.
If you caNNot make youn appoiNtmeNt
time on bib Not Receive a canb, Please 
SigN Up! 
4. •
Clime is NO cliance! It's fnee
DON't MISS OUt ON it)C ONI9 ctiaNce to be SEEN
IN the SENIOR Class SectioN!
BOO) Decemben aNb May cnabs.
QuestioNs??? Call 501-1793 betweeN 1:30-3:30
M Nbay ttinouct, WebNesbay
The fate of an operating license for
Seabrook is pending with the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission in
Washington, but the opponents in-
clude MASsaShilselti_
General James Shannon, who has
vowed to fight the license in federal
court.
The protests against Seabrook
began in 1976, when a Ione activist
climbed a weather observation tower.
Since then, more than 3,600 people
have been arrested in mostly peaceful
protests.
Seabrook's first reactor was com-
pleted three years ago after a sEdond
reactor was canceled and mothballed
while 25 percent finished. The finish-
ed reactor completed low-power
testing in June.
Now 10 times over budget and 10
years behind schedule, the plant re-
mains idle as challenges to its evacua-
tion planning hold up full-power
licensing.
Head of Philadelphia mental health
program to have same job in Maine
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — A
McKernan administration spokesman
said that the head of Philadelphia's
embattled mental health and mental
retardation programs is a top con-
tender for a similar position in Maine
state government. -
Robert Glover, 45, an $88,669-a-
year deputy health commissioner in
Philadelphia, is resigning to take the
post in Gov. John R. McKernan's
Cabinet, City HaIrsourc—es—fold the
Philadelphia Daily News.
An announcement of McKernan's
choice for commissioner of the Men-
tal Health and Mental Retardation
Department was likely "in the near
future," said Willis Lyford, McKer-
nan's chief spokesman.
"I'd say he's a leading can-
didate," Lyford said of Glover. "He
was on the list of five or six people
earlier. "
Asked about the published report
of Glover's selection, Lyford said on-
ly! "We haven't announced
anyone."
"He's got a very strong
background. He's had experience in
managing large staffs and large
budgets. He obviously came to us
well-recommended," said Lyford.
McKernan has commissioned a
team of administration officials,
augmented by William Thompson,
who served for several months this
year as interim superintendent of the
troubled Augusta Mental Health In-
stitute, to seek out candidates for the
Cabinet opening.
Glover declingd_to comment on the
resignation report Friday and referred
questions to the office of McKernan.-
In 18 months on the Philadelphia
job, Glover has faced a 7.5 million
shortfall in mental retardation pro-
grams, a protracted legal battle with
the state over inadequate money for
those programs, and 1.8 million in ci-
ty budget cuts to programs for the
mentally-ill homeless.
Glover became administrator of the
city's mental health and mental retar-
dation programs in April 1988 after
more than seven years as director of
the Colorado Division of Mental
Health. He earlier worked in state
mental health programs in Idaho and
Ohio.
Maine State Nurses' Association
is more pro-patient than pro-life
BAR HARBOR, Maine (AP) —
The Maine State Nurses' Association
took a pro-choice stance on abortion
during its weekend convention, its ex-
ecutive director said Sunday.
The association, which represents
many of Maine's 12,000 licensed
nurses in collective bargainini.,
adopted a resolution opposing any
future state or federal restrictions on
abortion.
"Once we made it clear that we
weren't pro-abortion and we weren't
pro-life, but we are pro-patient, it
passed overwhelmingly," Executive
Director Anna Gilmore, said.
"As nurses, we wanted to be sure
that our clients and patients had the
access to care they needed," she
said. "No matter what our personal
feelings, we support the right of
women to make their own choices."
Called a "Resolutiot. on Reproduc-
tive Health," the statement stresses
freedom of choice, confidentiality
and privacy. But Gilmore said the
nurses' first priority was education
about reproductive health. "We
should do anything we can to prevent
unwanted pregnancies in the first
place," she said.
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Cap on campaign spending considered
By Melissa Adams
Staff Writer
With unlimited spending and con-
tributions, the governor's job is being
"put up for sale," said Alvin Moss,
member of the executive committee for
the Common Cause and proponent of
referendum question number one, in a
press conference Thursday at the Univer-
sity of Maine.
If the bill, "An Act to Limit Spending
and Contributions in Campaign  for
Governor," is passed on Nov. 7 in the
general election, the candidates for
governor will have to comply with cer-
tain spending and fund raising rules if
they are to receive matthinglunds fatp
the government.
Candidates would be limited to spen-•
ding no more than $400,000 in the
primary election and $600,000 in the
general election, and would be pro-
hibited from accepting contributions
from any other source such as corpora-
tions, political action committees or
organizations of any kind. No matter
how much any one individual gives, on-
ly the first $250 is elegible for matching
by the fund.
The $400,000 and $600,000 figures
were based on the population of the state
of Maine and the cost of campaigning
here. "Obviously if we were doing this
in California, this would be a small
amount of money," said Moss.
The matching money would co
from a fund created W- a voluntary
checkoff space on the state personal in-
come tax form, where a person may con-
tribute $1 of his or her tax that is due.
In 1988, only 1.3 percent of the 520,000
taxpayers in the state of Maine used the
checkoff box to donate the extra dollar,
having to add the extra dollar onto the
tax they already owe. If this referendum
were passed, the bill would change the
law in that the taxpayer does not add the
extra dollar, it would be automatically
taken out of the taxes s/he pays, "If you
owe $100 in state income tax at the end
of the year, you don't have to send in
$101 or you check off the box), you just
send in the same amount that you nor-
mally ows_and then that dollar—will  he
taken out of the tax you owe and would
not be additional," said Moss.
Although the bill is supported by
many organizations, the major propo-
nent and creator  soi_the... bilLis_the
organi7ation Common_ Cause,- a non-
profit, nationwide, nonbartisan lobbying
organization committed to improving
the way the federal and state govern-
ments operate. The bill, which has "been
in the works for a long time," was
created in response to the increasing
spending in the campaigns for governor.
Maine, "which used to be a quiet
political place," has increased
dramatically in the political spotlight,
and in the area of campaign spending.
"When Joseph Brennan ran tor gover-
nor...he spent $300,000..., in the last elec-
tion for Maine, (McKernan) spent $1.6
million. The total amount spent in just
the race for governor was over $5.6
million. In just a few years, big time
politics las—come to Maine, "•Moss
said.
After getting voted down in the State
Legislature earlier, Common Cause got
the question on the referendum ballot by
collecting the- 52 signatures, -` 741-111- as
.—how the people feel about the ques-
tion...that's a good indication."
If the bill passes, Maine will not be the
only state with both private and public
funding of gubernatorial candidates.
Eight other states, including New Jersey,
Florida and Maryland all have similar
laws limiting spending and contributions
for candidates for governor. The federal
government, which has had a similar bill
in effect since 1976, has had impressive
results. Of the 70 candidates running for
president in the 1976 election, 69 ac-
cepted public financing limitations.
Opponents of the bill say taxpayers
shouldn't pay for campaigns for gover-
nor, yet, -according to-Moss, they're pay-
ing for it without knowing it. "When an
automobile dealer kicks in $10,000 for
his favorite candidate for governor,...he
just tacks that on_tp_ the price af the
lutinnobile he sells. Would you rather
have paid it indirectly under the table...or
would you rather have it open and above
board where.. .everybody else be aware of
and have access to. ..all the contributions
that went under this bill directly to a can-
didate?"
Failing foster-care system causes
decrease in number of foster kids
AUBURN, Maine (AP) The number
of foster children in Maine has declined
during the past several years, but the
children are "more damaged" because of
a failing foster-care system, a state of-
ficial said.
me---"The—systept " James__
Chaplin of the Human Services Depart-
ment said. "Kids today are worse oft
They're more damaged than before."
"Today they are much more difficult
to deal with," Chaplin told the annual
meeting of the Maine Foster Parents
Association.
"What can a foster parent do with an
11-or 12-year-old child who has been bat-
tered all his life?"
Today there  are about 1,800 foster
c1iildriiin Maine, compared with about
2,600 in 1974. More social workers are
now assigned to foster-child cases, but
the state "is intervening way too late."
said Chaplin.
Richard Schrage of Newburg, a foster
parent and volunteer court-appointed
child guardian, said courts are slanted
toward the rights of the biological
parents and do not place enough em-
phasis on the interests of the child.
He noted that it took two years before
Cynthia Palmer's daughter Sara could be
adopted because it took that long to ter-
minate Palmer's parental rights. Palmer
lost custody of Sara in 1987, two ye-irs
after her other daughter, Angela, was
(see FOSTER page 4)
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YOU601,1 N'Dour
October 31st, 8 p.m. at The Maine Center for the Arts
$10.00 for UMaine 6tudents, $13.00 for General Public
The Senegal's own Youssou N'Dour—straight from Amnesty
International's Human Rights Now! Tour (with Peter, Tracy,
Bruce and Sting) to the Maine Center for the Arts!
Last Year, Ladysmith Black Mambaz:, thrilled a sold-out
UMaine audience. International superstar N'Dour prdmises to
do just that, and more, when he brings his all-star band to
UMaine on Halloween Night!
In return for N'Dour's help on recent albums (that's Youssou
leading the African chanting on, "In Your Eyes"),Peter Gabriel
has helped produce Youssou's brand-new album, The Lion, a
more mainstream sounding effort that will surely raise N'Dour's
American status to the same level of superstardom he enjoys
world-wide!
So 'come on down to the Maine Center for the Arts for a funky
Halloween evening of international music with Youssou N'Dour!
(Special Guest: Mamma Tounge)
For Ticket Information, Call the MCA box Office at 581-1755
brought to you by thr. IfMaine Concert Committee 0" The Maine Center for the Arts_  
• in Association with the Muni Association and the -President's Office
111
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'Last Temptation' faces campus bannings
(CPS)—About 1,200 people turned
out on the Oklahoma State University
campus Oct. 4 to protest the cancellation
of an on-campus screening of the "Last
Temptation of Christ", a movie many
have attacked as being blasphemous.
OSU's regents voted to "postpone" a
scheduled screening of the movie until
the administration submitted answers to
"10 questions" along the lines of how
OSU President John Campbell felt
about the propriety of showing con-
troversial- films- oTreiniptls. 
-
The campus's Faculty Senate then
blasted Campbell's reaction as a tepid- •
response to censorship, the_Lernts
agreecrfo- meet to-discuss the matter fur-
ther, and students took to the streets to
voice their discontent.
The movie also provoked protests at
Harrisburg (Pa.) Area Community Co!-
• Foster
lege and at Northern Virginia Com-
munity College (NVCC) in recent weeks.
It promises to provoke more as the
film, released in 1988, begins to be
shown by more programming boards on
more campuses.
"It's taking a lot of courage for peo-
ple to show the film," said Dennis
Doros of Kino, the New York-based
distributor of the film, which was
directed by Martin Scorcese.
Scorcese based the film on the 1955
-i-tov—eiNT the same name by Nikos
Kazantzakis, who depicts a speculative
last temptation of a dying Jesus Christ
halhicinatir g that he had abandoned. his__
godliness to live as a man and make love
,to Mary Nlagdelene.
The notion, which was basea on a
body of early Christian writings that was
not supp;anted as popular scripture un-
. _
burned to death-in-in oven by Palmer's
live-in boyfriend, John Lane.
"That," Schrage said, "should have
been a black-and-white case."
Decisions on terminating parents'
rights "are very painful" and should not
be made lightly, Schrage said. But "too.
many children who -are- tod y 14 rs
old have been bounced around since the
 
 age of 18 months," he said.
In some cases, natural parents need to
have their guardianship rights taken
(continued from page 3)
- 
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away in the first three years of the child's
life, Schrage said.
Several foster parents attending the
foster
meeting   
children
said 
 
they uyn.
until 
al vt. he eb een shutsoh,: outus to dif
the judicial process, and said they did
not know who legally represented their
- hearings.
Some also said a Maine court system
dealing exclusively with children is
needed.
THE SKY'S THE LIMIT
FOR AIR FORCE
ROTC CADET'S.,
No matter what your plans
for a career. there's a way to
give them even greater potential.
Join Air Force ROTC in college. The rest
issummed up in one word:. opportuatty
Opportunities to apply for scholarships that
will help you pay for college. Opportunities to expand
your horizons in different technical areas. Opportunities
to learn leadership skills that will enhance your
whole career.
there, a vast wealth 4 opportunities- et in- -
tinues_toopen for those who seek an outstanding career
Contact-- CAPT ROGER HAWKINS
DET 326. 207-581-138-1
CCM& MC
NM. .1111.-
Leadership Excellence Starts Here
FREE SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FORSTUDENTS WHO NEED
MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.
• we have a data bank of over 200 000 listings of scholarships fellow-
ships grants and loans, representing over $10 billion in private sector
funding
• Many scholarships aregiven to students based on their academic interests, career
plans family heritage and place of residence.
• There 5 money available for students who have been newspaper c arrieng, grocery
clerks cheerleaders. non-smokers etc
• Results GUARANTEED
CALL
ANYTIME
For A Free Brochure
(800) 346-6401
•
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til almcst 1,000 year's after Jesus's
crucifixion, so offended some religious
groups that they picketed theaters that
showed the film when it was first
released.
At Marquette University in Wiscon-
sin, administrators rejected a student
government attempt to provide buses to
a local theater to see the film.
Noss that the work is moving directly
to campuses--which often show second-
-run  films--TeMpati00 i. dr&wine
more protest.
At Oklahoma. State, just about
everyone--from local church groups to
-CoevrifenryBettmot=-eXcept the regents
themselves seems to favor screening the
film on campus.
"I feel like eventually, 'Last Tempta-
tion' will be shown," predicted OSU
student government president Kimberly
McCoy.
The American Civil Liberties Union
has filed a lawsuit on behalf of a group
of students and faculty to reverse the
regents' decision on the grounds it
violates the First Amendment.
It took a court decision to show the
film at Northern Virginia Community
College.
A Loudoun (Va.) County Circuit
Court judge on Sept. 23 shot down an
attempt by Michael Farris, a Baptist
minister and a lawyer, to legally ban
NVCC from showing the film.
Farris argned-the 61,2Lic-run._ vim& 
CASINO CONCERTS presents
& The NEVERLAND EXPRESS
$16.50 Frida October 27
-All Seats 8:00pmRESERVED
FOR TICKETS: TICKETRON 1-800-382-8080Or call MCA Box Office at (207) 581 1755 weekday; 8 30 4 30 to charge by plIneWindow open 10:00 300 weekdays and one and one half hours before every event
VISA/MasterCard/Checks/Gash
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
University of Mainc, Orono
WMEB 91.9 FM Orono:
For reggae, jazz, blues, hard core alter-
native, classical, and news, listen to Radio-Free Orono seven days a week.
 in-
still 
shouldn't be able to show the film
because it would amount to improperly
mixing church subjects with state funds.
The movie was shown as scheduled
Sept. 24.
"The fact that we could have lost this
case would have meant that no state in-
stitution could show this film, or any
controversial film," said Bob Depc-
zenski, film series coordinator at
NVCC's Loudoun campus. No one
ylvect irt.the hearing-the *Age, NVCC's
lawyer, Farris or Depczenski--had seen
the film. !
About 40 people picketed Harrisburg -
.Area ComMunity College's decision to-
show "Terriptation" Sept. 22, reported
Teri Guerrisi, the school's director of
cultural affairs. "It was the first time
we've had any kind of arts*program pro-
tested in 25 years."
In recent years, films dealing with
religion seem to have replaced porn
movies as censors' favorite targets.
The trend, helped in part because
suftlents could rent porn movies in-
dividually from local video stores, seem-
ed to start three years ago when "Hail
Mary," another movie touching on
religion, began appearing on campuses.
The serious French film, which tried
to update the story of the Virgin Mary,
provoked Catholic protests at the univer-
sities of Oklahoma, Kansas, North
Dakota, and Nebraska, amonLothers. 
•
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Rose Bike
Orono Floral
Full Service Floral
1. & A Market
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Jewelers
Mill Street
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Chip's Video Center
& Variety
Thousands of Movies
& Cold Beer
Kelley Road
Bennoch Road
Stillwater WiserStillwater River
Calle e Avenue
University
of Maine
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Pageants becoming trend in Managua
by the Christian Science Monitor
MANAGUA — A small-scale, yet
fierce, polemic has recently broken out
in the ranks of Nicaragua's ruling San-
dinista Front. And the argument has
nothing to do with elections, political
reforms, the economy, or even the
United States.
Rather the topic is beauty contests.
And the question is: Why is the
revolutionary Sandinista Youth Front
sponsoring lid sinkirting -thenirk-
number of pageants - such as "Miss In-
tercontinental" and Miss Sumnrr - have
been held here recently, and arepioving
popular among younger Nicaraguans.
But to some of the preinsw•rection
generation, beauty contests ard a sym-
bol of the moral bankruptcy of the
ousted Somoza regime and a vulgar ex-
pression of sexism.
On the surface, the arguments seem to
be drawn along feminist lines, pitting the
machistas against the feministas, both
men and women who denounce such a
high-profile arm of the revolution being
associated with a "beauty cattle call,"
as one opponent terms it.
But beneath, lies another conflict -
one of the oldest in the world: the
generation gap. In revolutionary
Nicaragua, however, it's more of a
generation gap in reverse. For it is part
of the older Sandinista generation that
is in a- dither over the conservative
tendencies of the younger generation.
The older revolutionaries worry that the
youth are not rebelliously independent
enough.
Roger Sanchez, editor of the irreverent
weekly Semana Comica, is one of those
who worries about the direction of
young Nicaraguans.
"It's a question of sexism and political
consciousness, " he says. "If the
bourgeois are having beauty pageants,
the youth should be having intelligence
contests. . . . They should look at such
an alternative as part of their political
project, part of the ideological struggle
here."
The political ainSciousnesS of Many -
members of the pre-insurrection genera-
tion was forged by the rigors of a life
underground, where debates on equali-
ty and morality were as common as
debates on political and guerrilla tactics.
Many of these Sandinistas find the pro-
clivities of the youth especially
frustrating.
But a European ambassador here says
this is an overreaction.
"They're just young people" the am-
bassador says. "There is so little else for
them to do here, how could anyone deny
them that?"
The debate nabbed public interest
-when an unsigned editorial by a San-
dinista member appeared in the official
newspaper, Barricads, April 14 at the
start of the Sandinista Youth National
Assembly. Referring to the beauty con-
tests, it chastised the Sandinista Youth
for "trying to project as 'new' and ac-
ceptable that which the youth before
discarded as 'old!"
The following day, however, the paper
issued a "clarification" saying the
editorial did not represent its views nor
the views of the National Directorage of
the Sandinista Front.
And the later attendance of two San-
dinista officials at the "Miss Intercon-
tinental" contest only added confusion
to the debate here.
(The winner of that contest, 14-year-
old Elizabeth Guerrero, received a three-
month stay at the Hotel Intercontinen-
tal in Medellin, Colombia--home of the
world's largest cocaine-trafficking cartel)
----The Sandinista Youth Front declined
an interview request after several phone
calls. But a visit to the University of Cen-
tral America here elicited opinions on
bath sides of the debate.
One young woman, who 'gave her
name as Bianca, decried the whole idea.
"The Youth (group) is just copying what
the bourgeoise did during Somoza.
There is no such thing as 'our'
pageants and 'their' pageants."
But another piped up that she liked
the contests. "I didn't go, but I wish I
was pretty enough to be in one," said
Ana Margarita Gonzalez. "If that is
what young people want, then the (San-
dinista) Youth should give it to them."
"Part of the problem" explains a San-
dinista maverick (the individual who
wrote the Baricada editorial):'is that the
Front has failed to deepen the political
thinking of the youth.
We make good Combatants, patriots,
anti-imperialist. But yondThattht t
youth lack a deeper political con-
sciousness."
The result, she says, is a youth group
that faithfully follows the party line to
the detriment of innovative thinking or
introspection... -
Editor Sanchez bemoans the lack of
a youth-directed counterculture here.
Nicaraguans are surrendering to the
party line, he says. "The Youth should
be in front of the commandantes (who
run Nicaragua) in their thinking. But
these youth are standing in their
shadows. "
This view touches on fundamental
questions for this highly politicized
country: When the revolutionary party
demands complete discipline (as the
Sandinista Front does), what happens to
the previously touted role of youth to
rebel against the establishment and be
creative? Should there be a counter-
culture, and who should spearhead it?
That the Youth Front could sponsor
a beauty contest and be unaware of, or
unconcerned with, the political con-
tradictions is a worrisome harbinger,
several Sandinistas say.
Another example of a fuzzy-headed
younger thinking, some Sandinistas say,
is evidenced by the recently elected direc-
torate of the Sandinista Youth Front: It
is made up entirely of young men in an
organization where women make up 35
percent of the membership.
"They do this and no one says
anything? There was no protest by the
girls!" one Sandinista exclaims. "This
never could have happened with us,"
before the revolution.
CONGRATULATIONS
Sarah E. Ransdell
Assistant Professor of Psychology
University of Maine
for her
1989
EDUCQM/NCRIPTAL
Higher Education Software Award
"Best in Psychology"
for
Laboratory in Cognition and Perception(2nd Ed)
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Campus Comics
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•Board
(continued from page 1)
here? When ResLife has a defecit, the
money comes from the students," he
said.
Scott added that the Student Services
department needs to be more creative
because each student population differs
from year to year.
"You have to deal with the out of class
room time. If you don't, the students will
be more resourceful and have their own
partim—What-happens off campus is a
reflection of what on campus is like,"
he said.
Concerning alcohol, Rick Kochis, a
counselor at Cutler Health Center, said
students should be educated more about
proper alcohol consumption.
Loos said that analyzing why students
drink will not do any good because
students are going to drink anyways.
"College students are going to drink.
You can't turn your back on it because
it is going to happen. You have to think
of ways to deal with the problems,"
she said.
Maxine Harrow, associate dean of
Student Services, suggested to the group
that they look at what other colleges
have done who are in a similar situation
as UMaine.
Harrow said the University--of New
Hampshire and the town of Durham
have devised a set of standards for the
two communities.
In brief, the statement of shared moral
commitment says "a sound community
is based on the principles of respect fok-
individual integrity and moral worth,
respect for individual rights, responsible
stewardship in the care of the physical
enviroment, respect for the law and
cooperation and service."
Kathy Maietta, a substance abuse
counselor at Cutler Health Center, said
the statement is nice in theory, but she
would like to find out if it has helped the
two.
- Loos said she would like to see the
board take action instead of talking
about it.
"I would like to see efforts put towards
doing things to solve the problems in-
stead of talk, talk, talk," she said.
This Tuesdai, October 24,
the President of the Universi-
ty of Maine, Dale Lick, will be
speaking to an open forum of
students.
President Lick will be
speaking at 8:30 p.m. in 100
Neville Hall following the
regular meeting of the
General Student Senate. He
will be taking questions from
senators, students and any
other members of the univer-
sity community.
President Lick speaks once
a semester to the General
Student Senate in this forum
---' and topics range froth, the
 parking situation on campus
to the status of Greek
organizations here at the
university.
_
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Cast delivers 'outstanding' performance
By John Begin
Staff Writer
With an outstanding performance of
William Shakespeare's "Twelfth Night"
Friday evening. The Maine Masque
Theatre gave indications of a promising
ceacnn to come 
The five-act comedy, which ran for
four shows this past weekend at Hauck
Auditorium, combined authentic-
looking Elizabethan costumes, original
songs, and an imaginative and spacious
set, with sound cast acting, to produce L-
a strong artistic performance.
Featuring a complex story line, ttli
main plot involves fraternal twins Sebas-
tian and. Viola, who become separated
in a storm at sea and land on the
mythical island of Illyria.
Reaching Illyria's shore at different
times, each twin believes the other has
drowned, and therefore tries to begin a
new life.
Viola, having little money, poses as
Cesario, a male servant, in order to gain
employment in the house of Duke Or-
sino of Illyria.
Orsino is trying to court Countess
Olivia, blit—she„ mourning-the receni.
death of her brother, will have nothing
to do with him.
Finding Cesario to be a faithful and
reliable servant, Orsino sends him to
Olivia's estate to bid for her hand in
marriage on his behalf. Orsino's plan
backfires however, when Olivia indicates
that she has no romantic interest for
him, and becomes attracted to
Cesario/Viola.
Cesario, meanwhile, has developed a
conflict of interests, because as "he" is
doing Orsino's bidding for Olivia, he has
become attracted to Orsino, and tries to
drop subtle hints without blowing  his
cover.
Sebastian's entrance into the play
manages to create many comical scenes,
as he is continually mistaken for being
-Cesario/Viola because of their striking
resemblance in appearance, build and
dress.
Joseph Ritsche, as Sir Andrew Aguecheek, and Susan Allen, as Maria, perform in a scene from Maine Masque Theater's
production of 'Twelfth Night' last weekend.
_
Tired of receiving verbal abuse from
Olivia's self-righteous steward Malvolio,
the foursome carries out a plan which--
Maria concocted to make Malvolio
ridicule himself in front of Olivia.
The cast members played their roles
with insight and a strong grasp of the
characters being played, and their precise
delivery of lines and clear enunciation
of syltables enabled audience members
A subplot; running concurrently with
the main; involves the scheming of
Maria (Olivia's maid), Feste (the court
jester), Sir Toby Belch (Olivia's uncle),
and Sir Andrew Aguecheek (a foppish
knight who Belch associates with for his
money).
to Closely follow the action on stage-- a
feat not always easy to do with-
Shakespeare's Elizabethan dialogues. -
The trio of Feste, Belch and
Aguecheek, played by Christopher—
Guilmet, James Fellows and Joseph
Ritsch provided hilarious moments
throughout the play with their strong
character acting.
--Guilmet, a junior theatre major with
a strong baritone, was impressive as the
foolish Feste, as well as with his vocal
solos to period pieces written by
graduate student Nick Lyman.
Fellows, a graduate student in theatre,
played the drunken, disheveled Belch ad-
mirably, stumbling across the stage in a
stupor, and violating-every "Miss Man-
ners" rule of etiquette imaginable.
Ritsch, a junior theatre/dance major,
was the most comical character of the
—three. If his awkward dance steps and
high-pitched, off-key singing were not
enough to keep audience members
laughing hysterically, Ritsch added to
that through the naivete of his character
in response to the teaching of the more
experienced Belch.
With the successful run of "Twelfth
Night," the Maine Masque Theatre
has proven that it can take a difficult and
complicated play and make it both in-
telligible and entertaining to the
audience.
Weekly Horoscope
SCORPIO: (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) A smile PISCES: (Feb. 19-March 20) CANCER: (June 22-July 22) Things
from a stranger brings unexpected hap- Avoid extravagant spending this week. may not go as well as you'd like this
piness.Discover the joys of helping You may need money for an emergency week, but don't give up hope. You can
others by volunteering your time and or an unexpected bargain, try again later. Do something special for
energy to a community project this week. . someone you love.
ARIES: (March 21-April 19)
Learn_ to accept differences of opi-
SAGITTARIUS: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) A nion. State ydur views, but don't insist LEO: (July 23-August 22) Do not
phone call or letter to someone far away upon a fight. Exercise is a good way to resist change, for only through change
could leave you both feeling better. There work out your frustrations. can we grow. Be assertive, a leader not
is much going on around you. Take the a follower. i
time to get involved.
VIRGO: (August 23-September 22)
CAPRICORN: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) You TAURUS: (April 20-May 20) You may Do not give up, do not give in. Believe
cannot avoid the inevitable. Face up to have to work overtime to accomplish in yourself and follow your dreams. Take
the truth today. Admit to yourself if not everything you want to get done this the time out to enjoy the little things
to others. week, but things should ease up by the today.'
weekend. \ ,
AQUARIUS: (Jan. 20 Feb 18) You GEMINI: (May 21 June 21) Your LIBRA: (September 23 October 23)
may be trying to do too much with too plans may be changed this week, but this Too much of a good thing can be bad
little time. Slow clone and lighten the is not necessarily a Setback, it may be a for you. Moderation is the key. Take care
load. Pick up the pieces of a neglected blessing. Giving praise where it is due of yourself. You'll feel better if you get
friendship with a visit, will lift others' spirits, more rest. 
_
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EXHIBITS
ON CAMPUS
--'CONNECTED BY
COLOWL through Nov. 30,
weekdays, 8 a.m.-4p.m., Sat. 1
p.m.-4 p.m., UMaine 1CArtiSeum
of Art, Carnegie Hall.
--!'POSTERS FROM WORLD
WARS I & IFt- through Dec. 10,
7 a.m.-11 p.m., Hauck Gallery,
Memorial Union.
--'THE STUDIES OF
WALDO PIERCE"— through
Feb. 15, 7 a.m.-11 p.m., Graphics
Gallery, Memorial Union.
--Photo s tow sponsored by
Eastern Maine Carura Club,
through Not 3. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.,
Hole in, the Wall Gallery,
Memorial Union.
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Sweet Music:
University Chamber Orchestra has big plans
By Capella Tucker
Sluff Writer
"therWe'
s-hentm;throinveings egnot: rwighhct,n
'Thirigs go wrong 'everything is
wrong," said Anatole Wieck,
conductor of the University
Chamber Orchestra.
Things are more than "right"
for the orchestra this semester.
The expanding orchestra will
perform its fall concert at the
Maine Center for the Arts Tues-
day, October-24, at 8 p.m. There
is no admission fee, but dona-
tions for music scholarships will
be accepted.
The concert will be a preview
of what is to happen in August,
1990 when 12 string students-
from the 40 piece orchestra will
have the chance to travel to
Spain to perform professionally.
The orchestra will have an ex-
citing program to entertain the
audience tomorrow night.
In the first half of the pro-
gram, two works by Vivaldi,
Sinfonia for Strings in G Major
and The Winter from the Four
Seasons, will feature the string
section. The strings will also
perform the Chamber Sym-
phony by Shostakovich, and
another favorite, Hoedown
from Rodeo by Copland.
Everybody should recognize
when the full orchestra plays the
Suite Symphonique by G. G—
Mouret, more commonly
known as the introduction to
Masterpiece Theater. The Lon-
don Symphony No. 7 by Joseph
Haydn will also be performed.
"The performance (on the
24th) will be good, but the per-
formance: this skimmer (in
Spain) will be at an above
_)
level," said Wieck, assistant
professor of music.
Graduate and undergraduate
students will have to go through
a special audition to go to
  Spain. Prospeqthe_ first-year _
students in the music depart-
ment will also have the oppor-
tunity to audition.
Wieck, who teaches violin
and
will be very competitive.
"It's a professional type of
job, so only majors and those
that play at the level of majors
will go' Wieck said. "We'll be
representing UMaine interna-
tionally (and 1 want to) ensure
professional quality stan-
dards." •
The group will be performing
- in various summer festivals
throughout Spain. The trip will
last between two and three
weeks, Wieck said.
The University Orchestra is
being hired by MUSIDON, a
music management agency, and
is receiving --$.20,000. for room
and board for the trip.
MUSIDON also manages other
groups, such as Camerata Bern--
and the Moscow Chamber 0r-7
chestra.
Wieck said that the Univer-
sity Orchestra is "honored to
get in it."
Wieci began work for
MUSIDON in July 1988 when
he was hired as a teacher and
performer. He first conducted a
student group in Marbella,
Spain during _the summer of
1988. In May of 1989 he. travell-
ed throughout Spain to perform
several concerts arranged by
MUSIDON.
Wieck said the manager of
MUSIDON "had all the con-
fidence in my conducting abili-
ty, " and asked if the Universi-
ty Orchestra could perform at
the professional level.
Wieck said he thought about
how the program was still
building_and_ahaut_ the_ new
talent in the music department
and. decided "to give it a
shot. "
The orchestra and music chestra commented on the trip
departnient stand to gain a to Spain and the gro4vthcif the
great deal from the.-441,--487-paap.- .
Spain. "We'll be able to see what
other people our own age are
playing (and can) compare our
level of playing to other coun-
tries, " said Ann Miller, a first
year violin student from Brewer.
Some credit Wieck for mak-
ing the trip to Spain possible.
"If it weren't or Anatole,
none of this would have hap-
pened," said Dana Goodwin,
a first-year violinist from
Castine. "(Wieck) brings people
from other states and countries.
That's never happened before'
Amy Cox, a first year violin
and -viola-player from Brewer,
played in the orchestra before
coming to UMaine.
"We used to recruit people
from the community," she
said.
Wieck said that it is very dif-
ficult to recruit string players
because they tend to gravitate to
schools with traditions.
"The morale is high," he
22.WC-wi14 have a--place to -
Study strings. "
Wieck said he hopes that the
trip will act as a "springboard
for professional jobs for the
students. "
The international exposure
should "attract quality students
(and also) bring up the quality
of the group," he said.
This is not the _first time that
a UMaine music group has per-
formed internationally, but
this is the first time that a group
has been hired for a profes-
sional job. The University
Singers perform international-
ly every few years ma trip that
is arranged by--the music
department.
The University Orchestra has
gone through incredible growth
since Wieck became conductor
in 1986. It is this expansion that
has made this professional
engagement possible, Wieck
said.
"Until this year we couldn't
even think- about going on
tour," he said.
When Wieck started at 
UMaine in 1986, there were no
violin or viola majors, and the.
University Chamber Orchestra
was a small community group.
That has changed.
The orchestra is now primari-
ly comprised of traditional and
foreign students who have come
to UMaing to study music.
Some niusicians from the or-
The University Orchestra
plays a "supporting role,"
Wieck said, and performs in
many collaborative_efforts with
other groups in the music
department.
In. December, the orchestra
will be performing with the
opera workshop.The orchestra
will also be working with the
Oratorio Society.
Next semester, the orchestra
will play the score to the pro-
duction, "West Side Story" and
will also perform its own spring
concert.
Nexus, a percussion ensemble from Toronto, Canada, will perform at the Maine Center for the Arts
on Thursday, Oct. 26 at 8 p.m. Recognized as one of (''anada's premier chamber groups, the ensemble
plays a variety of percussion instruments in its performances.
THIS WEEK
ON CAMPUS
Monday, Oct. 23---
---MONDAY JAZZ SERiES---
125 pm.
 Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union,
sponsored by TUB, no admis-
sion fee.
NOR-DIC
REVOLUTION— slide lecture
presentation by Doug Robin-
son, 7 p.m., 101 Neville Hall,
sponsored by Maine Bound, $1
admission fee fo- UMaine
students, $1.50 kr general
public, call 581-1794 for more
information.
Thesday, Oct. 24---
---TWINS--- go. Ivopcorn
Cinema Series, noon, Sutton
Lounge, Memorial Union, 6:30
p.m., Bear's Den, sponsored by
TUB, no admission fee.
---UNIVERSITY
CHAMBER ORCHESTRA—
conducted by Anatole Wieck, 8
p.m., Maine Center for the
Arts, donations for scholarships
will be accepted, call 581-3756
for more information.
Rednesday, Oct. 25---
---ACCIDENTAL
-TOURIST-- No- POrototn
Cinema Series, 1:30 p.m., Sut-
ton Lounge, 6:30 p.m., North
Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union sponsored by TUB, no
admission fee.
---UMAINE VS COLBY--
Soccer, 2:30 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 26--
---IMAGINE: JOHN
LENNON--- No Popcorn
Cinema Series, noon, North
Bangor Lounge, sponsored by
TUB, no admission fee.
---THE GREAT DEBATE
OVER THE BLACK
UNDERCLASS: BLAMING
THE VICTIM OR DESCRIB-
INC: THE PROBLEM?.-- Con-
troversy Series, presented by
Valerie Carter, UMaine Assis-
tant Professor of Sociology,
12:20 p.m., Sutton Lounge,
sponsored by TUB & MPAC,
no admission fee.
---NEXUS-- Toronto Percus-
sion Ensemble, Breaking New
Ground Series, 8 p.m., Maine
Center for the Arts, contact
MC/V, box office for ticket
inforniation.
—Ann' Clark— singer, 9130
.m., Rim's Horn.
Friday, Oct. 27---
JOHN
LENNON--- No Popcorn
Cinema Series, noon, Bear's
Den, sponsored by TUB, no ad-
mission fee.
_
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Editorial
Crime need not
follow disaster
Natural disasters seem to bring out the worstcharacteristics in human behavior.Consideration and rational thinking are replac-
ed with greed and pettiness, as individuals undergo a
Jekyl to Hyde transformation.
This type of activity was sezn two years ago, during
the-liGreat-Flood of 17," as looters climbed into boats
to retrieve the merchandise floating downstream from
destroyed businesses in the central Maine area.
While store owners managed to save part of their in-
ventories before the flood waters became unbearable,
the majority of their merchandise was lost, and they
were forced to stand helplessly by, watching the
greediness of individuals run rampant.
Such greed was seen once again last week in San
Franciso, as national television news programs aired
footage of people looting stores following the earth-
quake that rocked western California.
Often, the goods that are stolen from destroyed
businesses are useless to the looter, but are taken
nonetheless, because of the absence of law and order.
Under normal conditions, such looting would be con-
sidered a felony. However, when death and destruction
are in abundance, arrests for looting take a backseat to
the more serious problems at. hand
It is disheartening to see that individuals will stoop to
such actions in times of extreme crisis.
Laws cannot prevent this type of theft from occurr-
ing, because the people who enforce the laws are called
to save lives before they can begin to restore order.
Therefore, the responsibility for stopping this thievery
falls upon the law-abiding citizens of the community.
They must take control of the situation in the absence
of the law, and prevent greed from controlling it. With
their help, one of the consequences associated with
natural disasters can be eliminated.
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I think a lot.
So? you say. What's the big
deal?
Well, the big deal is, if I may
be so bold, that people today
don't think enough, if at all.
Quite a presumption on my
part, you say. Perhaps. But if
you would just take a moment
to look around you, then I am
sure you will see that my asser-
tion is dead on.
If. you want evidence, just
look at what we're doing to the
environment. There's no deny-
ing that we've really screwed
that one up. And can we talk
about Dan Quayle? (I know it's
an old joke, but it still makes me
chuckle.)
We are definitely experienc-
ing a major brain power shor-
tage. There is just too much
weirdness in this world to think
otherwise.
can't seem to figure it out.
Why don't people take a little
more time to think? I mean, it's
not as if it hurts or anything.
And there's not exactly a lack of
things to think about these days
(the nuclear arms race, human
rights, U.S. policy in Central
America, why it costs the Pen-
tagon $500 for a 5-cent nail -
take your pick). So what's the
problem?
I remember hearing someone
once say (or maybe I read it in
a fortune cookie at the Orien-
tal Jade.) that thinking is exer-
cise for the mind. Conti', I
know, but true.
Thinking affords us the op-
portunity to utilize our creative
instincts, to expand our minds,
to challenge the boundaries of
reality, (deep breath) and trans-
cend the logical sphere. In other
words, it's fun. And it's easy,
too. Look, I'll show you.
Let's start with something
simple.
When I was a kid, I couldn't
help wondering why Wily F.
Lisa Cline
Coyote kept putting himself
through such hell trying—tn.
catch the roadrunner.
Now it would seem to me
that if said coyote had the in-
genuity to obtain an anti-
ballistic missile through a mail-
order catalogue, he must be a
pretty smart critter. So what I
don't understand is why he
didn't have brains enough to
just order out for pizza and say
to heck with all that macho
stuff.
Quite a frivolous use of gray
ma.tter, you say. On the
contrary.
First of all, no use of gray
matter is frivolous.
Second of all, when you con-
sider that the masochistic
tendencies ()Nile coyote and his
unquenchable thirst for
dominance are indicative of the
hawklike mentality of our socie-
ty, I don't think my observation
is at all frivolous. (I know I may
be stretching it a little, but so
what? Haven't you ever heard
of poetic license?)
Let's go on to something a bit
more tricky. Here's a question
that has been somewhat of a
bugaboo for philosophers for
many centuries: If a tree falls in
the forest and no one is around
to hear it, does it make a sound?
OK, that4--- an interesting
enough question. However,
after much careful thought, I
think I have finally found the
answer: WHO CARES? I
mean, if no one is around to
hear it (or, as the case may be
Steve, to have it fall on them),
what difference does it make?
Now that our neurons are all
warmed up, we're ready to
tackle the really challenging
stuff; the kind of stuff that
defies any sort of palpable
explanation.
For example: Is there a God?
What is truth? What is justice?
What exactly is a pork rind and
why would anyone want to eat
one? What was Barney Frank
thinking? Why did it take so
long for the American public to
figure out that Jim and Tammy
Bakker are just a couple of
boobs, and why, oh why do
people keep sending them
money anyway? (Doesn't it just
make you want to go up to these
people, rap them on the skull a
few times, and ask, "Hello, is
anybody in there?)
But the thing ;hat really bog-
gles my mind is that after four
(or more) years of hard work at
such a prestigious institute of
higher learning, and after four
(or more) years of piling up
loan upon loan upon... (well,
you get the picture), 99.9 per-
cent of the graduates of
UMaine will never ever make,
let alone dream about making,
as much money as Zsa Zsa
Gabor.
Now 1 ask you, is that justice?
Think about it.
Lisa Cline iso a senior jour-
nalism major from Calais,
Maine, who thinks justice
would be served if teachers
received $1.5 million a season
instead of baseball players.
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Maine in decline
To the editor:
I am a transfer student from
the University of New Hamp-
shire and after two years M
Durham, I was almost convinc-
ed that UNH was at the bottom
of the barrel as an institution.
That is until this fall. I've come
across some things here that
would make UNH look like the
number one college for a stu-
dent to attend.
Although there are many
things that irritate me about this
university, I will only dwell
upon the things that I feel are
the most irritable.
First, is the weather. Where
else can you walk almost a half
a mile in thirty degree weather
with sleet and wind only to find
out that your class has been
cancelled or that the heat is out
in Hauck Auditorium. I can't
wait until February!
Another topic is the location,
-of-the- university. At least at--
UNH, one is only an hour away
from either Portland or Boston.
Here, besides Bangor, that
thriving metropolis. one has to
travel two and one-half hours
jtist to get to Portland. Four
and a half to Boston!
Instead of going home for
the weekend, I'd probably be
better off going across the
Canadian border into Quebec.
The third topic is prices. Not
only does one encounter high
prices at the friendly bookstore,
but also at the unlikely pool hall
in the Union. The other day, my-
friend and I played pool for an
hour. I had a couple of dollars
Feelings on CIA
not unanimous
To the editor:
Concerning the statement
about interviews of students on
the issues of freedom and CIA
_recruitment here at UMaine.
(DMC Oct. 19th) "The Daily
Maine Campus interviewed 15
individuals for this column, and
received only one "no" from an
individual who refused to give
is name or have his picture
taken"):
What a subtle way of jour-
nalistically implying that this
issue of CIA recruitment on
campus _it _unanimous and
hence a dead issue - let them
recruit.
Well take my picture, print
my name and send it to the CIA
if _y_ou please!
Everybody who speaks out
on this CIA recruitment issue
seems to be an expert in defin-
ing the concept of freedom -
"I'm a UMaine student, you're
not going to take away my
freedom to choose." I'd like
any one of these freedom-lovers
to send me a letter explaining
what exactly freedom is. Do you
know what I expect they'll send
me?
Probably what freedom is to
them.
Indeed, this is the "Me"
generation. Freedom is a con-
cept based on the individual. It
doesn't matter if the CIA runs
a covert mission and wipes out
an entire village of
Nicaraguans.
For once I would like so-
meone to admit that there are
moral judgements to be made
on a universal scale (i.e. univer-
sity) and that these judgements
surpass our 'tights" on this
campus. In fact our rights on
this campus should include
making these universal
judgements. The sad fact is that
many college students who are
making moral judgements con-
cerning the CIA (i.e. let them
recruit) are making them based
on such sparse information that
I seriously doubt whether they
could locate Angola __or-
Nicaragua on a map - let alone
do they know anything about
these countries?
To Jayme Lamothe, Jim Nor-
ton, Shawn Harris, and Mark
Kasper who together on your
interview page mentioned such
concepts as "freedom",
"rights", "the few imposing on
the many" and "all organiza-
tions should be allowed to
recruit on campus": Do you
really mean this in all cases?
What if there was an organiza-
tion that, like the CIA, has a
history of illegality and sexual
ciiicritnination, yet instead-6T
killing Nicaraguan Freedom
Fighters (i.e. Sandinistas) they
recruited UMaine women for
pornography films?
Pornography isn't illegal yet
I guarantee there would be
numerous self-deluding value
relativists out , there trying to
ban pornography recruiting on
campus. Perhaps their rationale
would be: "We are not trying to
ban your rights to practice por-
nography, we simply don't want
you recruiting on this campus.
If someone on this campus
wishes to be employed by your
company, we'd rather have them
come to you instead of you
coming to us. " Folks, this is
exactly what peop!e not in favor
of CIA recruitment on campus
are saying!
I personally am taking a
moral position: I don't want the
CIA on campus. Perhaps others
will rethink this issue with me,
and together we can come to a
higher, better understanding.
Timothy Doyle
Philosophy
in my pocket and figured that
I would pay the bill. As it turn-
ed out, I nearly had to give the
attendant my VISA number! So
-much-for giving the-student a-
break!
The final topic that I will
dwell upon is the police here at
the University. I will-use-two ex-
amples.
First is having a police officer
on duty at the library preventing
food from being brought in.
The second is having a police
officer on duty at that bustling
nightclub called the Bear's Den
which on a good night packs in
about 125 people that actuallY
drink. Between these examples
and the crackdown against par-
tying, it is easy to see that these
people are out to get the studcnt
instead of helping him. Wi'y
not spend more time trying t
prevent vandalism and theft in
stead of looking for a party to
break up or a car to tow.
Its easy to see that this in-
stitution is itswiydbwnhill.
I also think that I speak for a
vast majority when I say that
although it is my choice to at-
tend UMO, if it wasn't for the
low in-state tuition, I would
probably be pursuing my col-
lege education elsewhere.
Jon Roderick
Cumberland
Got a gripe?
Write a letter
to the Daily
Maine
Campus!
Quiet parties
To the editor:
Last Friday night was
beautiful. It was 5:45 a.m. when
I got up and looked out my win-
dow. There were few clouds and
a Parthian volly of moonbeams
gently danced through the
drops of dew on the trees. A
thin film of fog, as light as a
ladybug's breath, hovered a few
feet above the ground. I took a
deep breath of thc Indit-morn-
ing air and shut my window,
trying to ignore the cacophony
from the fraternity party that
awoke me. As I meandered to
the bathroom on the other side
of the hall, I chuckled softly,
thinking this is not what Fossie
meant by Gorillas In The Mist.
Later that morning, I was
told of an all night fund
raiser/party the guys had had
last evening. Now, trying to help
a needy cause by any method is
a noble task and should be ap-
plauded. Most fraternities try to
help a few charities by whatever
means they have at their
disposal and these organiza-
tions, since they accomplish lit-
tle else, should not be thwarted.
I also feel that everyone should
have the opportunity to cut
loose- om umeToTtme. Even
on the weekends, though, these
parties (fund raisers or not)
should quiet down around 1:00
a.m. and the deafening blare of
last Friday, reminiscent of
Cerberus giving birth, should
stop at 12:00.
Terry R. Allen Jr.
Estabrooke Hall
Watranty of_Habitability
Commentary by Student Legal Services
If you need repairs in your apartment,
the following information will be helpful
to you.
Maine law requires that all rental units
be "fit for human habitation." This
statute, known as the Warranty of
Habitability, is often very liberally inter-
preted to cover a wide variety of
conditions.
Experience with court decisions shows
us that the following are example of
violations of this law: leaky roof,
malfunctioning toilet, weak floors and
stairs, improper heat, dangerous elec-
trical wires, raw sewage, no fire escape,
rats, bugs, and other vermin. If you
think your landlord may be violating this
law, check with Student Legal Services
(SLS).
The Repair and Deduct Law states
that if a landlord does not properly
maintain a rental unit, the tenant may
correct health hazards or dangerous con-
ditions and deduct the repairs from the
rent. The cost cannot be more than an
amount equal to one-half the monthly
rent or $100, whichever is greater. The
tenant must first notify the landlord in
writing of •his/her intention to correct
the condition at the landlord's expense
(be sure to keep a copy of your letter).
If the landlord does not make the repairs
within 14 days of.receipt of the letter, or
as promptly as conditions require in case
of emergency, the tenant can make roe
repairs. Please be aware that electrical
and plumbing repairs must be perform-
ed by a licensed professional. Submit
receipts and an itemized statement to the
landlord with the cost not exceeding the
amount stated above, and deduct the
amount from the rent. If you have done
the work yourself you cannot charge the
landlord for your labor.
,If the cost of heating fuel is included
in your rent and you have run out, you
may follow the provisions of this law to
order more heating fuel.
Not all repairs are covered by the
Repair and Deduct Law. This law does
not apply when the tenant has caused
the damage or when bad weather con-
ditions make repairs impossible. Check
with the SLS before using this law.
If you do not have enough heat in
your apartment please be aware that
Maine law states that all tenants must be
ahle to maintain a temperature of 68
degrees in their apartments, regardless of
who is paying for the heat. This law ap-
plies year-round!
Please also be aware that you cannot
break a lease because the apartment
needs repair. Check with SLS to find out
what your remedies might be. _
The SLS office is open 9-3 Monday
through Friday and is located on the se-
cond floor of the Memorial Union. No
appointment is necessary. Legal advice
is free to all undergraduate students who
have paid an activity tee.
-•-•••,••...
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Pacific atolls may be receiving trash
Increase in landfill closings prompts US to look for dumping sites
MAJURO, Marshall Islands — "The
official Marshall Islands seal will read:
Waste dump capital of the world," a
member of the Majuro Chamber of
Commerce wryly joked at a recent lun-
cheon meeting.
"Don't worry," someone rejoined,
"it'll be in Marshallese so no one will
know."
Residents are dubious about a plan to
ship_ ,10 percent of the West Cria %Cs
household garbage — 7 million tons a
year — to these poor Pacific atolls. But
$56 million per year could conquer their
-
For environmental or space reasons,
landfills across the United States are
shutting down.
Enter the Marshall Islands. In March,
the Marshall Island's Parliament approv-
ed a feasibility study for a "nontoxic"
waste dump. And President Amata
Kabua wants a feasibility study for a
nuclear waste disposal site.
In the past year, four other Pacific
island nations have been approached by
other US firms to set up various waste-
disposal schemes. Each has been rejected
due to environmental concerns.
Mr. Kabua said, "We are alarmed 13)
the rate of our (population) growth. And
I certainly want to leave this government
with enough money to go on. I don't
want to leave it broke."
This former U.S. trust territory
became semi-independent in 1986 under
a Compact of Free Association. While
it is sovereign and self-governing,
Washington provides for its defense.
It is one of the fastest-growing, most
densely populated Pacific micro states.
About 43,000 people inhabit 70 square
miles of slender coral atolls. Pint-sized
barefoot children are everywhere. More
than 59 percent of the population is
under age 15.
Admiralty Pacific — a company formi
ed by a small group of West Coase
businessmen — could provide the Mar-
Shall Islands government with enough
income to cover the entire annual
budget.
The benefits are compelling. But en-
vironmentalists are horrified.
"It's morally reprehensible. A develop-
ing country should not have to chose
between profits or poison," says Laf-
cadio Cortes& of Greenpeace
International. .
Dumping one-ton bales of US garbage
into typhoon-prone Pacific Lagoons —
We're--the Vniversity's 'Maine' Soda
Now available at the Bears Den,
Fernald Hall,and The Damn Yankee
S&OK
firfrm01,041uBliced5Ordz
Jtaine
.***,
Are" • •
••••"!
From Butterfield Bottling Co.
P.O Box 472, University Mall, Orono, Maine • (207) 827-8083
Maine's Only Independent Soda Bottler
Health Professions Guest Speaker
Tuesday, October 24
4:30
205 Little Hall
Peter Holman, Administrator
Andrews, Lynch & Field Radiologists 
TOPIC: HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION &
OPTIONS FOR GRADUATE TRAINING
•-•••••
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which islanders depend on for food —
is a recipe for disaster, critics say.
But before shipping, the waste will be
spread out over 14-acre warehouses.
Electromagnets and hired scavengers will
pull out cans and toxic items. "The pro-
cess will be monitored by the EPA (En-
vironmental Protection Agency) and
Marshall Islanders. We aim to get it 99
percent toxic-free before it's baled,"
says Dan Fleming, president of
Admiralty.
• Household waste — batteries, paints,
plastics, pesticides — contains toxic
chemicals. G. Fred Lee, a landfill con-
sultant and engineering professor at New
Jersey Institute of Technology, questions
the 25-year trash-to-soil decomposition
(see CLEAN-UP page 13)
US-funded clean-up of
atolls is considered
MAJURO, Marshall Islands — It
has been nearly 30 years since the last
of 66 United states atomic bomb tests
convulsed these atolls. On one island,
radioactive soil and debris has been
sealed under a huge concrete dome.
On others, the final cleanup remains
to be done.
But President Amata Kabua wants
Washington to consider the Mar-
shalls' contaminated atolls — Bikini,
Eniwetok, and Erikub — as storage
sites for U.S. high-level nuclear waste.
Why? Annual compensation
payments of $100 million.
But first, Mr. Kabua wants a US-
funded feasibility study to determine
if it can be done "safely" and to asses
the pollution levels of the current
storage site.
"I'm not so sure the method
employed (for) encasing the waste on
Eniwetok is adequately safe," he
says.
Kabua has pursued this plan for
more than a year. But Congress has
already designated Yucca Mountain
in Nevada as the preferred Site. Unless
geological factors disqualify that site,
it's unlikely others will be considered.
And no new feasibility studies can go
ahead unless approved by the U.S.
nuclear waste 'negotiator,": a now-
vacant position filled only by
presidential appointment.
"It's a long shot. And it gets longer,
the longer there's no negotiator ap-
pointed," says a spokeswoman for
Rep. Barbara Vucanovich (R) of
Nevada, an advee krr the Pvial shall
Islands storage option.
Of course, the U.S. isn't the only
source of nuclear waste. "Japan
hasn't approached us — yet,"
Kabua says.
•
Like to write? Like sports? Then why not
write for the Campus? Call 581-1268
THE UMAINE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION AND
THE NATIONAL STUDENT PHONEATHON
CONGRATULATE...
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL
Sheila Skeffingt,.
Nilo Smith
Julie Patterson
Andrew Ward
Stew LaVasseur
TIM Young
Holly Haynes
Justin Hildreth
'Dave Vetter
Steve Flder
Bryon Newcomb
David Wither
Wayne ,kplebee
left Parsons
Shan Rapoza
Mike Moon
Tracy Galuclu
Don Whitman
RAISED $2824
STUDENT AWMNI ASSOCIATION
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lenn Cormier
lenn Schaeffer
'Tina Michaud
Blaine Skillings
left Knights
Sue Dietz
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Samantha Bro. nu
Kelly Crook
Ann Proctor
'Melanie Jones
KAPPA SIGMA
•Mike Suncock
Tom Jones
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Brian Turner
L John Lloyd
Tate Marble
RAISED 13.105
RAISED $2175
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Rich Aldrich
*Peter Clayman
Ink Hyatt
Slew Van Dolman
Karl Simon
RAISED 11.045
THEY HAVE RAISED A TOTAL OF $9,149
FOR UMAINE !!
FOP PHONEATHON CALLERS
Does your group want to become involved?
Win prizes and cash? Call the PHONEATHON
HOTLINE 581-ALUM.
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•CLEAN-UP
(continued from page 12)
scenario: "Compacted waste could easily
take twice that long."
In the Marshall Islands, the dump site
will have irrigation channels to catch any
remaining toxic liquid runoff, or
"leachates. " This liquid will be
purified and burned or used as fuel. And
the entire dump will sit on a double-lined
clay and plastic liner (about 25 times
thicker than a common trash bag) and
eventually be sealed to encase the trash.
After 25 years, "when the bag rots open,
it's basically decomposed into soil,"
he says.
"The liner will leak on day one,"
-Mre says 
"As a rule of thumb, there are two
1-centimeter holes per acre from
manufacturing defects. It's much worse
in the real world. We're seeing stress
cracks.— one-foot long rips.— showing
up within a few years."
Admiralty officials say they recognize
such environmental concerns.
"We will absolutely follow US EPA
guidelines. In fact, the most stringent
guidelines you can find will apply to this
project," says James Thompson, chief
executive offices- of Admiralty Pacific.
Admiralty is hiring Radian Corp, a
Sacramento-based environmental
engineering firm, to begin a two month,
$100,000 engineering feasibility study. If
that proves positive, as expected, Radian
has been pegged to conduct a $2 million,
nine-month environmental impact study.
Admiralty President Fleming and
Amata Kabua, chairman of the Kwa-
jalein Atoll Development Authority,
signed a 25-year exclusive development
agreement last month — contingent
upon a positive- environmental report
and KADA approval.
The regional US EPA office in San
Francisco and the Marshall Islands EPA
office have both told President Kabua
they will review the $2 million en-
vironmental study when it's.complete in
about 14-month,s.--- • 
"We have told Admiralty Our consent
(to go ahead) will be based on a
favorable response by the (Environmen-
tal Pi otect ion) -Authority; r President
Kabua says. "Consideration would be a
lot easier if the U.S. Authority thinks it's
good, blesses it, and tells us that it's
safe."
Admiralty plans to supply waste late
next year as fill for a causeway being
built on a coral reef between the islands
of Ebeye and Gugeegue in the Kwajalein
Atoll.
Admiralty already has seven signed
contracts for hauling 1.4 million tons of
ALCOICOL AWARJUIMIIIIII NOM=
Question: Why does it seem like men become more sexually aggressive when
they have been drinking?
Answer. Yourcomment about aggression is the key. Light to moderate drink-
ing can release inhibitions making men seem more sexually
aggressive. An individual who has had a moderate to heavy amount of alcohol
intAkp ihr Amble to perform sexually, catning  tisressieir.- -
For more information about Substance Abuse Services, or
to submit a question for this daily column, stop by the Cutler
Health Center, or call 581-4016.
waste from small West .Coast times less than it currently costs to truck
municipalities by June 1990, Fleming city trash to rural U.S. landfills.
says. But he admits: "It will murder us Perhaps the final determinate of the
financially, but we'll probably have to project's success will be public
dispose of that waste in the U.S. I don't perceptions.
think the first loads will go to Ebeye. We Most islanders queried didn't know
don't have enough time to set it up." enough about the project yet to be
Current engineering plans for the strongly for or against it.
Ebeye causeway show shipments of Los Seri. Tony deBrum, a leading local
Angeles trash alone would fill the critic, says public opinion can be turnet
causeway in less than a year. against the plan.
The Ebeye causeway site, if approved, "The president seems to think that any
will give Admiralty a foot in door. Once projects to raise money justifies itself.
the government becomes dependent on There's some support within Cabinet
the revenue, critics say, it will be more and Parliment. But the people as a whole
compliant and less critical in approving will not support the project if it's ex-
new dump sites. plained, to them. They are smart. We
Professor_Lee says,i1:S POSitble4s) con- have had to suffer the brpnt of nuclear
duct an environmentally safe project. testing. We have had enough problems
But the costs will be high. He says the of American garbage here."
costs may be too high for Admiralty to "Obviously, we've got an image pro-
make a profit. blem," Fleming says.
"Making money is the least of our In the U.S., Greenpeace plans to
concerns. Even if our assumptions are mount publicity campaigns in the cities
off by 100 percent, we'll still make where Admiralty is seeking waste con-
money," says Fleming. Admiralty tracts. But Fleming says he is undeterred.
figures it can ship waste to the Marshall
Islands for $22 per ton — three to four
-
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STUDY AWAY INFORMATION FAIR
Tuesday October 24, 4 p.m. to 7 p.m., Memorial Union
Meet Returned Students and Get Information-on Programs
Discover your World
Go Global
Study Abroad
Ai!  AB'
mar . As
Foreign Language Programs:
French (France, Canada)
German (Australia. Germany)
Portuguese (13razil)
Spanish (Spain, Mexico.
Dominican Republic)
English Language Programs:
Australia
Canada
Denmark & other Scandinavian areas
Europe and the Developing World
Grenoble, France and other countries
Discover your Country Discover yourself
National Student Exchange:
Over 80 Universities through
out the United States and its
territories
Greece
Ireland
Israel
United Kingdom (England
Scotland, Wales)
Go National
Study USA
Earn academic credits.
Use your financial aid.
Expand your educational horizons.
Develop an understanding
of other nations.
See your own culture from
a new perspective.
Travel, explore and develop
new areas of interest.
-International Student-Exchange- Program
Prog—r-anis available for year, semester, summer, and intersession.
EXPLORE YOUR OPTIONS
- • •
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Sports
UMaine tames UConn Huskies, 30-8
By Andy Bean
Staff Writer
The University of Maine football
team, lead by a tenacious defense, re-
mained undefeated with a 30-8 win over
the University  of Connecticut jails last.—
regular-season home-game on Saturday.
With the win, the Black Bears moved
clinching the Yankee Con-
ference title and a national playoff spot.
UMaine, ranked fourth in the nation
before the game, is 8-0 overall and 6-0
in the conference. UConn is now 4-3
overall and 2-2 in the conference.
UMaine now has an 11-game win
streak dating back to last year, tieing the
longest streak in its history, set in 1%5.
UMaine quarterback Mike Buck said,
"We put points on the board today, but
good defense wins championships and
wins games, and I don't think we could
have done it without the defense to-
day.
The Black Bear defense held last
year's conference player of the year,
quarterback Matt DeGennaro, to 158
yards passing. They were just as tough
on the run, allowing UConn tailback
Kevin Wesley just 47 yards rushing
Wesley ran for a Division I-AA season-
high 272 yards last week.
Defensive end Mike Denino, who left—
the game in the second quarter with a
bruised calf but later returned, said, "We
closer to
were running to the ball, hitting, tackl-
ing and holding on."
UMaine was ahead 16-0 after three
quarters with the help of a UConn fum-
ble and some big passes by Buck on third
down, but UConn scored with 11:21 re-
maining to_ get back in the game. _
The Huskies went 64 yards on 11
plays, including 16- and 12-yard passes
from quarterback Matt DeGennaro to
Mark Didio. Tailback Victor Taylor
scored on a one-yard run up the middle
and DeGennaro_ hit Didio for the two-
point conversion to make the score 16-8.
But it took the Black Bears just five
plays and two and one-half minutes to
spoil the UConn comeback.
Buck hit receivers Mark Dupree and
Matt Swinson for gains of 14 and 33
yards to set up a 4-yard touchdown run
by tailback Carl Smith, giving UMaine
a 23-8 lead with 9:33 left in the game.
UMaine head coach Tom Lichtenberg
said, "It was tough throwing into the
wind, but when we got the wind back we
thought we could throw it, and we hit
the tight ends down the middle."
Buck said of the quick scoring drive,
"I think (UConn) worried about the run
a little too much and coach opened it up
a little bit, and the tight ends made a
couple of big catches."
UConn head coach Tom Jackson said,
"They came up with some big plays on
third and fourth down that just killed
Head on
photo by John Baer
Marci Brier of the UMaine field hockey team charges after the ball in one
game of this weekend's three-game marathon. Story on page 15.
photo by Dave Burnes
Mark Dupree battles for the ball against UConn defensive back Linwood Yemen
in UMaine's 30-8 Yankee Conference win at Alumni Field.
us."
Denino set up the rust UMaine
touchdown when he hit  _DeGennaro
from his blind side and forced a fumble.
Safety Claude Pettaway recovered the
ball and UMaine took over at the
Huskies' 40-yard line.
On third-and-17, UConn was called
for pass interference and the Black Bears
moved to the 33-yard line. On the next
play UMaine tailback Carl Smith (22
carries for 116 yards) swept right for a
gain of 24 yards to set up first-and-goal
from the eight.
After an incomplete pass and a loss
of 6 yards- on- a- run by Smith; -Buck
found Steve Roth on third-and-goal for
a 14-yard touchdown pass.
Lance McCleish kick the extra point
to make it 7-9.
UMaine scored again 1:10 into the se-
cond quarter on a I-yard sneak by Buck.
The Black Bears started on their 37 with_
34 seconds left in the first quarter.
Buck, who was 13 of 22 for 191 yards,
found tight end Mike Bittermann (three
catches for 65 yards) down the middle
on third-and-10 for a 43-yard gain, put-
ting the ball on the UConn 11-yard line.
Buck carried for eight yards and Sirmans
went up the middle for one before Buck
scored. McCleish's kick into the wind
was no good, making the score 13-0.
UConn moved the ball to UMaine's
three-yard line on its next possession, but 
the BlackTIVear &Tense stuifeci the
Huskies at the goal line. UConn was
(see FOOTBALL page 16)
Soccer team loses 1-0;
playoff hopes dashed
By Andy Bean
Staff Writer
It took 120 minutes of hard fought
soccer, but the University of Hartford
ended the University of Maine's chances
for post season play witka 1-0 overtime
victory Sunday.
Vito Serafini drilled a shot into- the
right corner of the net with 8:18 left in
the second half of overtime for the
game-winner.
UMaine fell to 9-6-1 overall and end-
ed the North Atlantic Conference
schedule with a 1-4 mark, eliminating
them from playoff consideration.
Hartford improved to 9-5-2 (3-0-1 in
the NAC), and needs a win against
Boston University to host the league
tournament.
The Black Bears had a chance to go
up 1-0 early in the first half on a penal-
ty kick, but Peter Gardula's shot just left
of center was stuffed by Hartford go4ie
George Kostelis.
UMaine head coach Jim Dyer said,
"Peter needs to come up with a better
shot there, he's taken better, but he works
Sat.
as hard and plays as hard as anyone."
UMaine had territorial control for
most of the game, but it was a matter
of missed opportunities, something that
has haunted the Black Bears all season'.
"We created some opportunities, (but)
we just weren't able to connect on our
chances, they did," Dyer said.
Hartford head coach Doug Orr was
impressed with UMaine's effort. "Maine
is well balanced everywhere on the field,
they have no one key player.
"We have a couple of dynamic players,
but they work much harder and have a
balance," Orr said.
One of Orr's skilled players, Victor
Hernani, was issued a red card and
ejected from the game in the second half
of overtime for a flagrant trip. Hernani
will also miss the next game against BU
for the violation.
Orr said, "The call was terrible, he
went for the ball, the referee is taking
him out because the kid is very_ 
vocal."
Kostelis stopped 7 shots for Hartford
and UMaine goalie Todd Brennan made
10 saves.
•
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photo by Dave Burnes
UMaine shuts down Fairfield
sOccer squad, 4-0, on Friday
By Andy Neff
Staff Writer
The University of Maine men's soc-
cer team used a balanced scoring at-
tack to record a convincing 4-0 vic-
tory over Fairfield University in
Falmouth Friday night.
The Black Bears combined offen-
sive output from eight different
players with a strong outing by junior
backup goalie Marshal: White to key
the shutout.
"The team really played well and
Marshall White had a very good
game," said UMaine head c-W—tch
Jim Dyer. "Todd Sniper, Mike
McGuire, Gary Crompton and
Charlie Carroll also played very
well."
The win improved UMaine's record
to 9-5-1-this season. Fairfield, current-
ly in second place in the Metro Atlan-
tic Conference with a 3-1 record,
dropped to 4-7-2 on the season.
The lira half belonged to the mid-
fielders as UMaine got on the
scoreboard when Mike McGuire
scored off a John Mello assist at the
11:52 mark of the first half.
The Black Bears scored twice more
in the first half when midfielders
TO—pvi and Carroll- swicd goals 19
minutes apart on assists by Ted Hawes
and Greg Mazzatta respectively.
The midfield trio of McGuire,
Sniper and Carroll lead the team in
offensive production with 9 points
each.
The lone score in the second half
came when forward Rob Brule took
a pass from sophomore midfielder
Pat Laughlin and put it in the net at
29:30.
White made two saves on four
shots to notch his first shutout victory
of the season and show why the
goaltender posttin Ii olit—of-
UM aine's strongest.
"It's nice to have that kind of depth
at goalkeeper with (Todd) Brennan
and White in there," Dyer said.
Fairfield goalie Jim Kalil° made
nine saves on 22 shots.
TOP NOTCH
UNISEX HAIR STYLING
35 N. MAIN ST.
OLD TOWN
827-4800W
We offer the complete line of
Focus 21 Hair Care products
ask about our
Spiro system
GO
specializing in
latest in waxing
and ear piercing
-
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$2 OFF CUTS
$5 OFF PERMS
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Field hockey wins
one of three over
busy weekend
By Beth Staples
Staff Writer
The Univeryity of Maine field hockey
team ended a six- atg_i_tejosing.skj4 and.
scoring &ought by downing Fairfield
University 5-3 at home on Sunday.
Win number four of the season came
after losses at home on Friday and
Saturday.
In Friday's rain-drenched contest, the
Black Bears lost in double overtime, 2-1
-to-the University of Vertno-ni. Saturday,
they fell to Northeastern University 4-1.
Although Fairfield University scored
the first and last goals on Sunday, the
game belonged to UMaine. UMaine
coach Jeri Waterhouse said her team had
felt pressure to score and "constantly go
forward" with the ball.
Sunday, however, she said the team
changed its plan, of attack by shifting
passing angles.
"We had been lacking confidence no
matter what competition we played. To-
day we changed our point of attack and
spread out the defense," she said.
The strategy worked as a number of
UMaine players coliffilcuted to a potent
scoring attack and pressure offense.
Amy Corbett, a junior transfer from
Springfield College, led the way. She
scored two goals, assisted on another,
and controlled the mid-field action for
the Black Bears.  
Anh Goldfine also scored two goals
on the day, with Lesa Densmore tallying
one.
Captains Heather Moon and Tracy
Chesley notched assists while providing
a number of effective breakaway. passes
for the forward line.
UMaine first-year goalie Becky G:bbs
had a comparatively easy day as she lac-
ed only 8 shots, most coming after tt;e
game had been decided. Her counter-
part, Daniell Roux of Fairfield, faced a
barrage of 20 UMaine shots.
UMaine loses to UVM 2-1 Friday
Friday, UMaine didn't capitalize on a
number of scoring opportunities in its
-dramatic 2-1 loss.
Despite many standout performances,
UMaine lost to the Catamounts in
sudden-death double overtime.
With 1:30 remaining in the second
overtime, UVM scored on a penalty
corner.
(see WEEKEND page 16) _
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FREE ROOK  AND ROAR
Substance Abuse Treatment
Sleepover Volunteer Positions
Men's Halfway House Supervision of facility needed Sundays through
Thursdays from 10 p.m. to 7 a.m.
Project Rebound - Emergengy backup for overnight counselor needed
from 10:30 p.m. to 7:30 a.m. in a residential program for 14-19 yr.
olds. Experience with adolescents helpful.
Ropm and Board are provided for the sleepover volunteer positions.
Must be chemical free, have good listening and crisis intervention skills.
Exoellent opportunity for students interested in the field of Substance
Abuse Treatment. To apply, please send your resume with a cover let-
ter to:
Susan Nichols
Wellspring Inc
98 Cumberland St.
Bangor, Maine 04401
or call 941-1600.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
_
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•Weekend
Paige Erikson, who had a hand in
both UVM goals, hit the ball to the top
of the circle and Joann Rathbun stop-
ped it for sister Jody Rathbun, who
unleashed a drive that quickly found the
back of UMaine's goal cage.
UVM's first goal came just 40 seconds
into the game. Erikson, unmarked, took
a feed from Tara Feeney and shot it past
Gibbs.
UVM would be held scoreless for the
next 88 minutes thanks to a 20-save,
crutth perfOrmancebY GIOs.
Maine tallied its goal with 11:32 re-
maining in the first half. Heather Moon
hit Marci Brier with a leading pass just
h*Tirid the reach of her defender. Brier
than outmanuevered UVM goalie Wen-
dy P9uliot for the goal.
UMaine loses to NU Saturday, 4-1
Saturday, Waterhouse gave "Nor-
theastern University Coach Cheryl Mur-
tagh the option of not playing on
UMaine's rain-soaked field.
Murtagh and her team came to play.
Through 70 minutes of action Saturday,
•Football
forced to go for a field goal, which it
missed.
The Black Bears put their second-
string offense in for the last five minutes
or the game, but UConn coach T1bJ
Jackson apparently thought Lichtenberg
was trying to run up the score when
backup quarterback Jeff Delrosso at-
tempted a pass.
"He said he was upset that I threw
that pass. He's a good friend, I wouldn't
The Daily Maine Campus, Monday, October 23, 1989.
(continued from page 15)
NU consistently outplayed UMaine.
The Huskies, led by the play of for-
ward Debra Sweeney, were in the right
place at the right time all afternoon.
At 24:19 NU notched its first goal off
a corner play when Anne Mucera scored
off a Sweeney pass.
Sweeney then used her speed to beat
all UMaine defenders to the ball on a
breakaway pass and snuck it past Gibbs
with 7:46 remaining in the first half to
make it 2-0.
'Midway thibugh the secorid —Earn
UMaine started to put pressure on NU's
untested defense. Heleen Wiersma
scored on a corner from a Corbett push
pass to make the score 2-1 and_it_looked
like it might be a contest.
But almost immediately after the
resuming passback, NU's Kathy Wilk
scored off a drive from the top of the
circle, halting UMaine's comeback bid.
UMaine's record now stands at 4-11-1.
Their final games will be played next
weekend at Holy Cross and Springfield
College.
(continued from page 14)
try to run the score up. I put my second
offense out there, but I can't just ask the
kid to fall on the ball," Lichtenberg
said.
Ereven seniors played in their last
regular season home game for UMaine.
They were Reggie Banks, Steve Bell,
Mike Bittermann, Buck, Denino, John
Gibson, Scott Hough, Jim Lucy, Steve
Roth, Justin Strzelczyk and Chris
Turgeon.
171116MIZIEI
PEACE STUDIES
presents
exploring
OUR
FUTURE
AN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCT
ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT,
FREE TO STUDENTS
October 24 & 25,1989
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
MEM ETD'VS
52, s
Thursday, November 9th,
8:00 P.M., in the Pit!
UMaine Student Price: $10
General Public Price: $14
Tickets available at the
Memorial Union Info Booth
Monday through Friday
from 10-3:00!
  Get your tickets while they last!
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